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This invention relates to furniture pedestals 
and more particularly to such pedestals as are 
adapted to transfer furniture loads to pile-sur-y 
faced floor coverings such as carpet, rugs, or the 
like. 

It has long been a common practice to place 
furniture loads upon the pile surface of floor 
coverings by resting the furniture upon pedes 
tals or glides which in turn bear directly upon 
the pile surface, causing the pile ñbres to be 
matted down or crushed. This results (especially 
when the furniture is left in one place for a 
relatively long period of time) in a permanent 
set of the pile fibres and, when the furniture is 
moved, in visible depressions or spots which de 
tract from the appearance and lessen the value 
of the floor covering. 
The primary object of this invention is to pro 

vide means for so transferring or distributing 
furniture loads to pile-surfaced floor coverings " 
that such damage will be prevented. 

I accomplish this and other objects by provid 
ing a pedestal comprising a body member adapt 
ed to be engaged at its upper surface by a furni 
ture leg andprovided with numerous, downward 
>ly extending rigid projections on its under sur 
face which are adapted to divide and pass be 
tween the fibres of the pile surface and to bear 
with load-transferring engagement upon the 
weave or woven backing of the floor covering. In ï 
this manner, only the backing of the floor cover 
ing, which is usually very compactly woven, is 
subjected to the furniture load, and the pile 
fibres remain substantially undisturbed, the base 
being supported by the projections above the top 
of the pile surface. 
A more detailed description of the invention, 

wherein other objects and advantages will be 

Gl 

come apparent, will be given in connection with , 
the accompanying drawing, in which: 

Fig. l is a vertical section of the pedestal drawn 
on an enlarged scale and illustrates, diagram 
matically, its relation to a pile surfaced fabric; 

Fig. 2 is a bottom plan of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary and greatly enlarged“ 

detail of one of the projections as shown in 
Fig. l; ` 

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 are views similar to Fig. 3, 
but showing the projections in modified form; 

Fig. '7 is a fragmentary perspective of a varia 
tional form of projection; and , 

Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 3, but (showing 
a further variation of projection form. 
vAsnoted in the brief descriptions of the Iig- Y 

ures, Figs. 1 and 2 are enlarged over actual scale. 
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they being approximately double scale, and rep 
resenting a diameter of approximately two inches, 
with all elements in corresponding proportion. 
However, it will be appreciated that the indicated 
size, is not at all controlling on the invention. 
The pedestal, as illustrated in these figures, com 
prises a body member I 9 having an upper sur 
face I2 adaptedto receive a furniture leg, as in 
dicated at I3, and a bottom surface I4 provided 
with rigid, transversely spaced, depending pro 
jections I5. Upper surface I2 is bounded by an 
upstanding, annular flange II which prevents 
lateral displacement of the furniture leg, though 
this provision is not limitative on the broader as 
pects of the invention. 
In _one embodiment, as shown in Figs. 1 to 3, 

projections I5 are'in the form of base-up cones 
I6, each having a small degree of taper (for 
instance, an included angle of about 10°) and 
terminating as semi-spherical tips I‘I. The pro 
jections are preferably of a length greater than 
Athevthickness of the pile of the particular floor 
covering A under consideration so that, when the 
tips I'I are brought into load bearing engage 
ment with the Weave or backing I3 of said ñoor 
covering, the under surface I4 of the body mem 
ber does not bear on the surface I9 of pile 2U, 
but, rather, is elevated thereabove. In order 
to obtain maximum benefit, the diameter of the 
tips of the projection-s must be such as to meet 
two requirements. First, the tips must be small 
enough to divide and pass between the pile fibres 
without tending to tuck the ñbres beneath the 
pile surface; and, second, theA tips must not be 
so small (or pointed) that they will harmfully 
pierce the woven backing under the weight of 
the furniture. Furthermore, as regards the trans 
verse spacing of the projections, the projections 
must be spaced apart sufficiently to prevent the 
pile fibres from becoming wedged therebetween 
vand depressed below the pile surface, and yet, 
it is preferable tov keep this spacing down to a 
minimum in order to have the largest possible 
number of projections per unit area of the ped 
estal, it lbeing understood that the greater the 
number of projections, the greater will be the 
load that the pedestal can support, or, converse 
ly, the less will -be the load imposed upon each 
projection. Under average conditions, it has been 
found that a satisfactory center to center spac 
ing of thev projections is substantially equal to 
twice the mean diameter of a typical projection, 
though this isv not limitative on the invention 
considered broadly. 

Since the woven backing is much more com 
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pact than the pile, an additional advantage is 
gained by minimizing the transverse spacing of 
the projections for, by reason of that condition, 
a wedging action takes place between adjacent 
semi-spherical projection tips and the Woven 
backing which results in increased load bearing 
capacity. 

It is preferable that the tips of the projections 
be substantially in a common plane, it following 
that, if the underside Hi of body member Iû be 
flat, the projections will be of equal length; it 
following that the embedding depth will be even. 
Also, to secure ideal weight distribution, it is 
preferable that the projections be arranged sub 
stantially symmetrically about the axial center 
C of the pedestal and in equally spaced rows 
and cross rows, though such particular arrange 
ment is not to be considered as at all limited 
on the broader aspects of my invention. An 
ideal arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2 where 
rows x are »equally spaced as are also cross rows 
y, but the cross rows y extend at an angle of 
approximately 60° with respect to rows cc, it fol 
lowing that, taking any given projection (a for 
instance) all six immediately adjacent projection 
(e') are equally spaced Yfrom that given pro 
jection. The size and spacing of the projec 
tions may be varied to suit various expected load 
ings or various hoor-covering characteristics, 
but, in any event, they are such that the furni 
ture load is substantially evenly divided between 
the projections and is, accordingly, substantially 
evenly applied to the weave of the covering at a 
multitude of spaced points, .a very small fraction 
of the total load being applied at each individual 
point. 

It will be seen that each projection tip pre 
sents a load bearing surface, which I will term 
an “elemental load bearing surface,” that en 
gages the weave or backing of the fabric and 
transfers the furniture load .directly thereto. 
The maximum eiîective .area of any given ele 
mental load bearing surface is equal to the pro 
jected area of that surface, and vtherefore the 
diameter of the larger end of the tip becomes a 
factor in figuring the effective area of an ele 
mental load bearing surface. This >diameter 
may be expressed in vterms of >the space S meas 
ured from center to center of the projections or 
from the midpoin-t of the space between any 
:two adjacent projections to the midpoint of 
the space between one of those projections and 
.a third, adjacent projection in line with the 
first two projections. 

Thus, considering the illustrated example (it 
being remembered that Figs. 1 and 2 have been 
specified as enlarged scale views representing 
a pedestal of approximately two inches in diam 
eter with all parts in corresponding proportion) 
the effective area A0 of an elemental load bear 
ing surface (represented in Fig. 2 by each of the 
smallest »full circles) may be expressed as .48, 
and, substituting this value for the value of the 
effective diameter of the tip, we .may then express 
the following relationship. 

Considering any group of projections, the total 
load is divided between them but may be con 
sidered as, in effect, occupying a zone symmetri 
cally overlying the entire group. I will term 
this Zone as the “total load Zone,” .and it will 
be seen that it may be considered Aas made up 
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zones are symmetrical and of equal areas, with 
a projection, and hence an elemental load bear 
ing surface, centered in each elemental load Zone. 
When the projections are arranged in the pat 
tern of Fig. 2, the elemental load zones A are 
hexagonal, and the minor diameter of each hexa 
gon is equal to one spacing distance S. The 
total load Zone A1 of one group of seven pro 
jections, is outlined by a dash-dot linein Fig. 2. 

Since the minor diameter of a given Zone A 
may be expressed, as above, in terms of S, we 
may express the area of a given elemental load 
.Zone as follows: 

Area of A,=..865S2 

Since we have already expressed Ao in terms 
of S, we may now establish a ratio between 
the areas of A0 and A, as follows: 

Area of A0_.125S2 
Area of A _.86652 

That is, the effective area of a given elemental 
load bearing surface is L11/2% of the elemental 
load zone area. 

With this ratio existing between elemental 
units, it is obvious that it applies likewise to the 
sum of the areas of a number of elemental load 
»bearing areas in a given group (for instance, the 
sum of thee areas of the smaller full circles 
within area A1) and the total load zone area A1 
vof that group. 
The particular numerical values, expressed in 

the ratio, as given above, are by way of example, 
only, and therefore the expression is not to be 
considered as limitative on the invention. I 
have found that, with the other specified con 
ditions prevailing, I can reduce the total eifective 
area of the elemental load bearing surfaces to 
as little as 2% of the total load zone area, and 
still secure beneficial results, though a higher 
percentage, such, for instance, as is expressed 
in the example, gives superior results under cer 
tain conditions of loading and with certain types 
of floor coverings. 
For purposes of illustration, only, and basing 

the illustration on relatively extreme conditions, 
assume that a grand piano weighing approxi 
mately one thousand pounds is to be supported 
by three pedestals, Assume each pedestal is 
approximately two and one-half inches in di 
ameter and has projections which are spaced 
apart center-to-center approximately ñve thirty 
seconds of an inch. The number of projections 

v on each pedestal would then approximate two 
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of what I will term “elemental load zones,” which 75 

hundred and nineteen, while the total number of 
supporting projections would be approximately 
six hundred and fifty-seven. Thus, the load on 
each projection would be only slightly more than 
one and one half pounds. From the foregoing, 
it is obvious that a projection having character 
istics such as above described will not harmfully 
penetrate the weave of a floor covering under 
such slight individual load. 
The projection forms shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 

6 differ from the form above described mainly 
in the shape of the tips. Fig. 4 shows a projec 
tion comprising a conical body portion 22 that 
merges into a tip portion of spheroidal form as 
indicated at’ 23. In Fig. 5, the conical body 
portion 2li merges into a tip portion of conoidal 
form at ‘25. In Fig. 6, the conical body portion 
26 having a small degree of taper at 27 merges 
into tip conical portion 23 having a relatively 
large degree of taper at 29. In this last form, 
the tip apex 29’ serves to more readily divide 
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>the pile fibres. However, it will be seen that 
the tip, as a whole, has blunt characteristics. 
The above description relating to the projec 

tion tip forms is representative of the manner in 
which the tip form may be modified to suit 
different conditions of compactness and texture 
of the woven backing and/or of the pile found 
in different ñoor coverings. However, it will be 
observed in each of the illustrated configurations 
that the projections terminate in relatively blunt 
tips so- as to present load bearings (load trans 
ferring) surfaces that will not rapidly or harm 
fully penetrate the woven backing of the floor 
covering. 
The projection shown in Fig. 7 illustrates a 

projection of other than circular cross-section. 
This projection form, as illustrated, comprises 
a pyramidal body portion 3G that merges into a 
relatively blunt pyramidal tip portion 3l. While 
the elevational outline of this projection form 
is similar to that shown in Fig. 6, it will be under 
stood that the tip portion may be modified to 
correspond to any of the other illustrative forms. 

It is not essential to the broader aspects of 
the invention that the body portions of the pro 
jee-tions be tapered. For instance, the body por 
tion 33 of the projection form shown in Fig. 8 
is shown as cylindrical, However, the taper is 
preferred since it gives added strength to» the 
projections inasmuch as each projection consti 
tutes a cantilever beam as regards side loads on 
the pedestal.  

Though this is not an essential limitation on 
the invention, it is preferred to form the pro 
jections integrally with the base, for in doing so, - 
the cost of manufacture is reduce since the 
pedestal be quickly and easily molded of 
a plastic or other suitable material. 
While I have shown and described preferred 

embodiments of my invention, it will be under 
stood various changes may be made without 
departing from the spirit scope of the ap 
pended claims. 

I claim: 
l. A furniture pedestal adapted to be inter 

posed between a furniture support and a floor 
coverin'y consisting of a woven backing surfaced 
with pile fibres for transferring the furniture 
load through the pedestal directly to the back 
ing, said pedestal comprising a body member 
adapted to take the support, and numerous, 
closely spaced, blunt-tipped and rigid projec 
tions depending from the body member and 
adapted to separate and pass between the pile 
fibres with the tips bearing at closely spaced 
intervals and with load-transferring engagement 
upon the backing without passing therethrough 
when the pedestal is subjected to furniture load. 
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3 
2. A furniture pedestal adapted to be inter 

posed between a furniture support and a floor 
covering consisting of a woven backing surfaced 
with file fibres for transferring the furniture 
load through the pedestal directly to the back 
ing, said pedestal comprising a body member 
adapted toI takdI the support, and numerous, 
closely spaced, blunt-tipped and rigid projections 
depending from the body member and adapted 
to separate and pass between the pile fibres with 
the tips bearing at closely spaced intervals and 
with load-transferring engagement upon the 
backing without passing therethrough when the 
pedestal is subjected to furniture load, the tips 
ofY projections presenting elemental load 
bearing surfaces, the sum of the effective areas 
of said surfaces being at least two per cent of 
the total load Zone area of the pedestal. 

3. A furniture pedestal adapted to be inter 
posed between a furniture support and a floor 
covering consisting of a woven backing sur 
faced with pile ñbres for transferring the furni 
ture load through the pedestal directly to the 
backing, said pedestal comprising a body member 
adapted to take the support, and numerous, 
closely spaced, blunt-tipped and rigid projec 
tions depending from the body member and 
adapted to separate and pass between the pile 
fibres with the tips bearing at closely spaced 
intervals and with load-transferring engagement 
upon the backing without passing therethrough 
when the pedestal is subjected to furniture load, 
the tips of a given group of said projections 
presenting elemental load bearing stu‘faces, the ' 
sum of the effective areas of said surfaces being 
at least two per cent of the aggregate load zone 
area of the group. 

4. A furniture pedestal adapted to be inter 
posed between a furniture support and a floor 
covering consisting of a woven backing sur 
faced with pile fibres for transferring the fur 
niture load through the pedestal directly to the 
backing, said pedestal comprising a body member 
adapted to take the support, and numerous, 
closely spaced, blunt-tipped and rigid projections 
depending fro-m the body member and adapted 
to separate and pass between the pile fibres with 
the tips bearing at closely spaced intervals and 
with load-transferring engagement upon the 
backing without passing therethrough when the 
pedestal is subjected to furniture load, the tips 
of a given group of said projections presenting 
elemental load bearing surfaces, the sum of the 
effective areas of said surfaces being approxi 
mately fourteen and one half per cent of the 
aggregate load Zone area of the group. 

VICTOR F. EHRGOTT. 


